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Define: “user analysis”

I’m aware that LHCb is moving important physics decisions earlier in the pipeline,
but I think it’s still meaningful to talk about “user analysis” as the last step.

Reconstruction: what the
collaboration does centrally

Analysis: small group
producing a result
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Languages

Libraries

Data formats

Services

has happened will happenis happening
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Python: the revolution has already happened

Plot #1: pip-install statistics in the past three years
iminuit, root-numpy, and rootpy predate the rise, and therefore set the scale.
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Python: the revolution has already happened

Plot #2: Language of non-fork GitHub repos by users who forked CMSSW

Python

C/C++

Jupyter

(which is
nearly all
Python)
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Python: the revolution has already happened

Plot #3: Search for substrings in those repos: what are those users typing?
We assume “tfile” correlates to ROOT; “root” by itself (case insensitive) is too generic.

root-numpy
& iminuit

Uproot

PyROOT

ROOT in C++
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Python: the revolution has already happened

Plot #3: What about machine learning?
Surprise: Scikit-Learn! Not a surprise: TMVA is the only significant C++ library.

Scikit-Learn

TensorFlow

C++ TMVA
Python TMVA

PyTorch
Python

XGBoost
non-ROOT
machine
learning
in C++
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Python: the revolution has already happened

Plot #4: Was Python adoption driven by Uproot or machine learning (ML)?
Twice as much basic analysis (NumPy/Matplotlib) than ML; trend predates Uproot.

Pandas
all machine

learning
except TMVA

NumPy

C++ ROOT
& PyROOT

Matplotlib

Uproot
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Our community doesn’t change or add languages often

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020

Python

C++

Fortran

Assembly

C++ first appeared in 1985: 10–15 years before we adopted it

Python first appeared in 1990: 20–25 years before we adopted it

Julia first appeared in 2012: maybe we’ll be using it by 2030
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An aside on future languages

  
“bare metal” (reasoning about machine)

abstract (reasoning about math)
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Scala,
Java,

DSLsHaskell

C#

Python, R,
Ruby, JS, ...

Julia

Rust C

Fortran

Swift, ...

Lisp, Math-
ematica, ...

C++, Go,

I Python, R, Ruby, Javascript, Lua, etc.
are all relatively abstract, late
error-catching glue languages.

Python isn’t special: it’s just where
the best libraries self-gravitated.

I Julia is different: everything is
“just-in-time” (JIT) compiled, so it is
flexible like Python, but fast, too.

I Rust is a unique extreme. Triggers?

I DSLs (domain specific languages)
have physics concepts baked in with
opportunities for strict error checking
and flexible backends.
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Some DSLs. . . (see Sezen Sekmen @ LHCP 2020)
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Some DSLs. . . (see Sezen Sekmen @ LHCP 2020)

PartiQL (demo) → AwkwardQL (real implementation)
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Languages

Libraries

Data formats

Services
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Language choice does not determine performance!

import numpy

def run(height, width, maxiterations=20):
y, x = numpy.ogrid[-1:0:height*1j, -1.5:0:width*1j]
c = x + y*1j
fractal = numpy.full(c.shape, maxiterations,

dtype=numpy.int32)
for h in range(height):

for w in range(width): # for each pixel (h, w)...
z = c[h, w]
for i in range(maxiterations): # iterate at most 20 times

z = z**2 + c[h, w] # applying z → z2 + c
if abs(z) > 2: # if it diverges (|z| > 2)

fractal[h, w] = i # color the plane with the iteration number
break # we're done, no need to keep iterating

return fractal

Now 50× faster, about as fast as C code (-O3).
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Numba statically analyzes Python and compiles it with LLVM
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Here’s the catch:

the right is legal Python, but dynamically typed

GOOD
>>> @nb.njit
... def monte_carlo_pi(nsamples):
... total = 0
... for i in range(nsamples):
... x = random.random()
... y = random.random()
... if x**2 + y**2 < 1:
... total += 1
... return 4.0 * total / nsamples
...
>>> monte_carlo_pi(int(1e9))
3.14156838

BAD
>>> @nb.njit
... def monte_carlo_pi(nsamples):
... total = "hello"
... for i in range(nsamples):
... if total == "hello":
... total = 0
... x = random.random()
... y = random.random()
... if x**2 + y**2 < 1:
... total += 1
... return 4.0 * total / nsamples
...
>>> monte_carlo_pi(int(1e9))

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

... (big traceback) ...

Cannot unify Literal[str](hello) and
Literal[int](0) for 'total.5',
defined at <stdin> (4)
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PyPy JIT-compiles all of Python; Julia defines less dynamism
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Defining less is good: ROOT’s RDataFrame takes away for loops

Without an explicit for loop, tasks without a dependency arrow can be parallelized or
distributed across a cluster.

(see Enrico Guiraud @ CHEP 2018)
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RDataFrame also JIT-compiles functions (with Cling)
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Exactly one level of abstraction: events

Events are distributed, but event code is C++ on ROOT::VecOps::RVec<Particle>.

getPt_code = """
using namespace ROOT::VecOps;
RVec<double> getPt(const RVec<FourVector> &tracks) {

auto pt = [](const FourVector &v) { return v.pt(); };
return Map(tracks, pt);

}
"""
ROOT.gInterpreter.Declare(getPt_code)

getPtWeights_code = """
using namespace ROOT::VecOps;
RVec<double> getPtWeights(const RVec<FourVector> &tracks) {

auto ptWeight = [](const FourVector &v) { return 1. / v.Pt(); };
return Map(tracks, ptWeight);

};
"""
ROOT.gInterpreter.Declare(getPtWeights_code)

augmented_d = (d.Define("tracks_n", "(int)tracks.size()")
.Filter("tracks_n > 2")
.Define("tracks_pts", "getPt(tracks)")
.Define("tracks_pts_weights", "getPtWeights(tracks)"))
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Implicit loops at all levels → analysis can be completely in Python

>>> import awkward1 as ak
>>> import numpy as np
>>>
>>> @ak.mixin_class(ak.behavior)
... class Lorentz:
... @property
... def pt(self):
... return np.sqrt(self.px**2 + self.py**2)
...
>>> array = ak.Array([{"px": 1, "py": 1, "pz": 1, "E": 1},
... {"px": 2, "py": 2, "pz": 2, "E": 2},
... {"px": 3, "py": 3, "pz": 3, "E": 3},
... {"px": 4, "py": 4, "pz": 4, "E": 4},
... {"px": 5, "py": 5, "pz": 5, "E": 5}],
... with_name="Lorentz")
...
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Implicit loops at all levels → analysis can be completely in Python

>>> import awkward1 as ak
>>> import numpy as np
>>>
>>> @ak.mixin_class(ak.behavior)
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... @property
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...
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Implicit loops at all levels → analysis can be completely in Python

>>> import awkward1 as ak
>>> import numpy as np
>>>
>>> @ak.mixin_class(ak.behavior)
... class Lorentz:
... @property
... def pt(self):
... return np.sqrt(self.px**2 + self.py**2)
...
>>> array = ak.Array([[[{"px": 1, "py": 1, "pz": 1, "E": 1},
... {"px": 2, "py": 2, "pz": 2, "E": 2}],
... [{"px": 3, "py": 3, "pz": 3, "E": 3}]],
... [[]],
... [[{"px": 4, "py": 4, "pz": 4, "E": 4}],
... [],
... [{"px": 5, "py": 5, "pz": 5, "E": 5}]]],
... with_name="Lorentz")
>>> array[-1, 2, 0]
<LorentzRecord {px: 5, py: 5, pz: 5, E: 5} type='Lorentz["px": int64, "py": int6...'>
>>> array * 10
<Array [[[{px: 10, py: 10, ... E: 50}]]] type='3 * var * var * {"px": int64, "py...'>
>>> array.pt
<Array [[[1.41, 2.83], [4.24, ... [], [7.07]]] type='3 * var * var * float64'>
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Awkward Array is like NumPy, but for data structures

output = []
for sublist in python_objects:
 tmp1 = []
 for record in sublist:
 tmp2 = []
 for number in record["y"][1:]:
 tmp2.append(np.square(number))
 tmp1.append(tmp2)
 output.append(tmp1)

output = np.square(array["y", ..., 1:])

[
 [[], [4], [4, 9]],
 [],
 [[4, 9, 16], [4, 9, 16, 25]]
]

(single-threaded on a 2.2 GHz processor with a dataset 10 million times larger than the one shown)

array = ak.Array([
 [{"x": 1.1, "y": [1]}, {"x": 2.2, "y": [1, 2]}, {"x": 3.3, "y": [1, 2, 3]}],
 [],
 [{"x": 4.4, "y": [1, 2, 3, 4]}, {"x": 5.5, "y": [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]}]
])

138 seconds to run (22 GB footprint)4.6 seconds to run (2 GB footprint)

equivalent PythonNumPy-like expression
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Like NumPy, but structured: broadcasting

[[ , , ],[],[ , ]]
+

[ , ],

[[ , , ],[],[ , ]]

>>> jagged = ak.Array([[1, 2, 3], [], [4, 5]])
>>> flat = ak.Array([ 100, 200, 300])
>>> jagged + flat
<Array [[101, 102, 103], [], [304, 305]] type='3 * var * int64'>
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Like NumPy, but structured: combinatorics

Cartesian product

[[ , , ],[],[ ]]

[[ , ],[ ],[ , ]]

[[ , , , , , ],[],[ , ]]

⊗

>>> x = [[1, 2, 3], [], [4]]
>>> y = [["a", "b"], ["c"], ["d", "e"]]
>>> ak.cartesian([x, y], axis=1)
[[(1, "a"), (1, "b"),

(2, "a"), (2, "b"),
(3, "a"), (3, "b")],

[],
[(4, "d"), (4, "e")]]

Combinations without replacement

[[ , , , , , ],[],[ , ]]

)] ],[

2()[]([ , , , )] ,[( 22

,

>>> x = [[1, 2, 3, 4], [], [5, 6]]
>>> ak.combinations(x, 2, axis=1)
[[(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4),
(2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)],
[],
[(5, 6)]]
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Like NumPy, but structured: reduction

array = ak.Array(
[

[ 2, 3, 5],
[ ],
[None, 7 ],
[ 11 ]

]
)

30
1
7
11

22 21 5

>>> ak.prod(array, axis=0)
<Array [22, 21, 5] type='3 * int64'>

>>> ak.prod(array, axis=1)
<Array [30, 1, 7, 11] type='4 * int64'>
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Awkward Arrays can be used with Numba

You can mix fast, explicit for loops with NumPy-like slicing, all in Python.

>>> @nb.jit
... def make_cut(electrons, jets, builder):
... for event_electrons, event_jets in zip(electrons, jets):
... builder.begin_list()
... for electron in event_electrons:
... keep = False
... for jet in event_jets:
... if abs(electron.x - jet.x) < 0.45: # calculate delta-R here
... keep = True
... break
... builder.append(keep)
... builder.end_list()
... return builder
...
>>> cut = make_cut(electrons, jets, ak.ArrayBuilder()).snapshot()
>>> cut
<Array [[True, False, True], ... [True, False]] type='3 * var * bool'>
>>> electrons[cut].tolist()
[[{'x': 1, 'y': 1, 'z': 1, 't': 1}, {'x': 3, 'y': 3, 'z': 3, 't': 3}],
[],
[{'x': 4, 'y': 4, 'z': 4, 't': 4}]]
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vector: an Awkward 2D, 3D, Lorentz vector library in development
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First release of hist, a Pythonic histogram library, on Tuesday
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hepunits: common units in HEP and particle: PDG data
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Scikit-HEP: a growing ecosystem of interoperating tools

±1σ ±2σ
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Languages
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Data formats
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has happened will happenis happening
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A columnar form can be iterated or vectorized
array = ak.Array([

[{"x": 1, "y": [11]},
{"x": 4, "y": [12, 22]},
{"x": 9, "y": [13, 23, 33]}],
[],
[{"x": 16, "y": [14, 24, 34, 44]}]

])

outer offsets: 0, 3, 3, 5
content for x: 1, 4, 9, 16
offsets for y: 0, 1, 3, 6, 10
content for y: 11, 12, 22, 13, 23, 33, 14, 24, 34, 44

awkward.Array

ListOffsetArray64 RecordArray

ListOffsetArray64

NumpyArray

NumpyArray

content

contents["x"]

contents["y"]
offsets

content

offsets
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ROOT’s TTree is columnar to one level (only intended for iteration)
tree = TTree([

[{"x": 1, "y": [11]},
{"x": 4, "y": [12, 22]},
{"x": 9, "y": [13, 23, 33]}],
[],
[{"x": 16, "y": [14, 24, 34, 44]}]

])

0 15 15
x 1 y(1) 11 x 4 y(2) 12 22 x 9 y(3) 13 23 33 x 16 y(4) 14 24 34 44
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10

100

1000

flat
Numpy
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fromiter(pyobj) in old Awkward 
fromiter(JSON) in old Awkward 

fromiter(pyobj) in new Awkward
fromiter(JSON) in new Awkward

read TTree from uproot + new Awkwardread TTree from
 uproot + old Awkward
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This is why Uproot reads float and
vector<float> data much faster than
vector<vector<float>> or higher.

TTree interleaves data of more than one level
of nesting, which can’t be unraveled by NumPy.

(But some performance can be recovered by
moving the for loops from Python into C++.)
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[{"x": 16, "y": [14, 24, 34, 44]}]

])
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This is why Uproot reads float and
vector<float> data much faster than
vector<vector<float>> or higher.

TTree interleaves data of more than one level
of nesting, which can’t be unraveled by NumPy.

(But some performance can be recovered by
moving the for loops from Python into C++.)
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RNTuple: the ROOT 7 replacement for TTree!
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RNTuple is a redesign of
TTree from scratch, using
columnar data structures
at all levels of depth.

Not having to deal with
interleaved data at all is
better than moving loops
from Python to C++.
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RNTuple will also have a separable C++ interpretation

The first two layers are compatible/convertible to Awkward Array.

I Jakob Blomer and his students are developing RNtuple in ROOT.

I Oksana Shadura is developing the Python interface.
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Columnar data formats in industry: on disk, in memory, on GPUs

Since RNTuple is fully columnar, it will be easier to convert.
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Languages

Libraries

Data formats

Services

has happened will happenis happening
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Query services (mostly future)

As datasets get too big to ntuplize, we’ll have to move the pre-aggregation steps
of analysis to a centralized service.

Need to reproduce the low-latency experience of a local ntuple on a shared system.

I It will be harder because it will be more in demand at peak times.

I It will be easier because popular data can be in shared caches.

Strong bias toward reusing existing technologies: Kubernetes, Docker, Kafka,
Spark, Dask, and perhaps Ray.

Query services are now at the demo stage!

I ServiceX: https://youtu.be/NEgqGRdt360

I CoffeaCasa: https://youtu.be/CDIFd1gDbSc
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Conclusions

I The transition to more-Python-than-C++ has already happened.

I DSLs are also being explored, but they’re at a much earlier stage.

I Just-in-time compilation is important: Numba, PyPy, Julia, and RDataFrame.

I So is “removing the for loop.”

I Awkward Array has implicit loops at all levels for NumPy-like manipulation,
and also provides an onramp into Numba for conventional code.

I The Scikit-HEP ecosystem is booming!

I Columnar internal structures are essential: ROOT is developing RNTuple.

I Columnar data formats are popular in industry, too. We must interoperate!

I Query services are at the demo stage.
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